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Summary
● Philly Fighting Covid (PFC) started as a nonprofit in April 2020, making PPE for essential workers at the 

beginning of the pandemic. It was founded by 22 year old Andrei Doroshin. 
● A few months later PFC began running Covid testing sites and were able to test 20,000 Philadelphia residents. 

Eventually moving on to vaccinations with much fanfare and support from the city. 
● Quickly had many ethical issues and three weeks after opening they shut down
● Key players: City of Philadelphia government officials, Andrei Doroshin; CEO of PFC, Dr. Thomas Farley, Dr. 

Caroline Johnson. 
● This case looks at the unethical behavior of PFC executives. We look at why this NPO was picked and failed in 

its overall mission, how this affects the third sector and how to prevent such issues in the future. 



October 2020

Doroshin meets with 15 of 
the nonprofit’s employees to 

unveil their vaccine 
distribution plan where he 
shared how the operation 

can be scaled and 
monetized.

April 2020

PFC becomes a 501c4 whose 
mission is to provide ppe for 
essential workers. Reportedly 

5000 face shields are made and 
donated.

November 2020

Doroshin presents his 
vaccine distribution plan to 

the Philadelphia City 
Council.

May 2020

December 2020

PFC becomes 501C3.

PFC becomes a for profit 
company called Vax Populi.

Andrei Doroshin and his 
group of friends begin 3D 
printing face shields for 

essential workers.

March 2020

January 2021

A BRIEF HISTORY OF

PHILLY FIGHTING COVID

PFC Begins Covid 
testing Philadelphia 
residents. Reportedly 
20,000 people are tested 
in 7 months.

PFC stops covid testing abruptly.

Jan  8, 2021 Doroshin gets a deal with 
the Philadelphia Department of Public 

Health and Mayor Jim Kenney's 
administration

WHYY began investigating the 
organization and its founder.

Jan 23, 2021 Doroshin is seen taking 
vaccines home with him. Something 

he adamantly denies.

Jan 25, 2021 the city cuts ties 
with PFC.

Jan 28, 2021 Doroshin admits 
that he took vaccines home 
with him and he vaccinated 

his girlfriend.

Jan 30, 2021 Dr. Caroline 
Johnson, the city's acting 

deputy health commissioner, 
steps down

PFC shuts down. 



Facts
Accomplishments vs. Failures

Accomplishments:
● PFC tested 20,000 Philadelphia 

residents. 
● PFC 3D printed 5k face shields for 

essential workers. 
● PFC vaccinated about 6,900 

people in Philadelphia. 

Failures: 
● PFC was not a good steward of the 

government’s resources. 
● PFC lacked transparency when 

they became a for profit company 
in an effort to monetize the free 
vaccines they received from the 
City of Philadelphia. 

● PFC failed to provide accurate 
demographic information on the 
clients they were able to vaccinate 
and blamed it on a glitch in the 
system. 

● PFC has failed to take 
accountability for their 
wrongdoings and has not 
apologized. 

● Vaccines were taken off-site by 
PFC’s CEO.

● PFC failed to put a privacy clause in 
their policies leading to distrust 
amongst community members 
who fear their private information 
will be sold. 



Compliance

• PFC “Threw out the Playbook”
• Lied to get vaccines and funding 
• Did go through application process
• Focused on marketing not mission 
• No transparency or accountability 

• data 
• doses 
• financials
• processes
• testing 
• shutdown 



“WE ARE JUST FREAKING GRAD STUDENTS!”



Individual 
Responsibility

Board members

Dr. Caroline Johnson, Acting Deputy 
Health Commissioner

Dr. Tom Farley, Philadelphia Health 
Commissioner 

Jim Kenney, Mayor of Philadelphia



Organizatnal 
responsibility



Organizational 
Responsibility



Systemic 
Responsibility

Lack of faith in the third sector’s 
competence and ability to 
address and solve challenges in 
communities. 

Lack of trust in the city’s 
Covid response being safe 
and secure for the public.

Lack of faith in the 
government being non-bias, 
equitable, and efficient. 
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Remedies

• PFC should never have been able to run 
sites. 

• Philly put all of its eggs in one basket. 
• New approval process. 
• Community involvement. 
• Leaders must issue a public apology and 

begin working with the public to gain trust. 
• Create a culture where employees and 

volunteers are encouraged and supported 
to report any ethical wrongdoings.

• Officials must visit sites and ensure they 
are being operated correctly.  

-Mayor Kenney



Reflection 
questions

1. Whose responsibility, in your opinion, was it to oversee the distribution of 
the vaccines?

2. How can the  city ensure this never happens again without negatively 
affecting the nonprofit sector?

3. Do you believe the race of the population being served had anything to do 
with PFC’s disregard? Did race have anything to do with the city of 
Philadelphia allowing inexperienced business school students to undertake 
such a huge operation? Why or why not?

4. If you were in Andrei Duroshin’s shoes, would you have taken the vaccines 
and given them to your family and friends or let them expire? 

5. Should nonprofits move towards more business like approaches in funding 
and structure? 
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